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Introduction to Unit Testing in Java

In Java, unit testing is the testing of units of codes, such as a class or a method. Every

unit is tested separately to assess whether it works as intended. As a result, development is faster

with unit testing in Java.

JUnit is a Java framework for performing unit testing. According to Vasquez 2018, JUnit

is commonly used and has been of importance in the creation of test-driven development. It is a

member of the family of xUnit that comprises different testing frameworks. JUnit tests all units

of all components of a Java program. Therefore, JUnit makes it easy to assert the accuracy of a

unit of code in Java.

To perform unit testing using JUnit, a testing class is created with a @Test notation.

According to Vogel 2021, unit testing using JUnit in Java is performed in a Test class and the

method executes the code under test. The assert method is used and is provided by the JUnit

framework by default. Inside the method, an expected value is defined, and the value is

compared to the actual value returned by the function being assessed. Different messages are

defined by programmers that show if the tests fail. Therefore, messages should be meaningful to

easily identify and fix errors.

Demonstration of Unit testing in Java

Java Class Containing Method to be Unit Tested
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Figure 1 Static methods to be unit tested

JUnit Function to Test the Add and Divide Methods

Figure 2 Testing the add function with 2 and 2 as parameters and divide function with 10 and 5

as parameters.
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